LAID BACK, STRESS-FREE WEDDING
COORDINATION

Lindsay Jayne Events
Wedding Coordination & Planning Assistance
FOR FUN-LOVING, LAID-BACK COUPLES IN
MAINE, NEW ENGLAND & BEYOND
lindsayjayneevents.com | elizabeth@lindsayjayneevents |
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How We Serve Our Couples
We know that no two weddings are
alike and that’s why we offer a
variety of a la carte options for our
couples.
If you feel like you will need some
additional support in planning your
wedding or on your wedding day, but
don’t need a full wedding planning
package, then this is a great way to
get the support you need without
having to ask your guests or nextdoor neighbors!
Our services allow our couples to
enjoy every moment of their wedding
day in a state of bliss, not stress.
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You’ll be spending time with your family and friends, celebrating you and your
fiancé, and the love that you share.

Wedding Planning Assistance Options
Ceremony & Reception Set-Up/Breakdown
We'll set out your ceremony chairs, set your
reception tables with linens, glass and
stemware and simple decor.
At the end of your wedding we'll fold up
your ceremony chairs, blow out the candles
on your tables and bag up your table linens
at the end of your reception so that you and
your guests don't have to!
Services Starting at $250

Timeline Creation
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Creating timelines and figuring out
the flow of an event is my favorite
part of planning!
If you've booked all of your vendors
but are getting stressed trying to
figure out the logistics of your event
day stress no more!
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Our Timeline Creation service will let
you figure out the details of the day
while we focus on the big picture and
make sure all of your vendors are on
the same page.
Services Starting at $375

Wedding Planning Assistance Options
DIY Consulting
We will meet during the early stages of
your wedding planning process for
targeted consulting on the topics of your
choice.
We can chat broadly but also about
specific ideas you have, feel free to
compile a list of questions/topics and pick
my brain.
DIY consulting usually lasts 60-90 minutes.
This is meant to be a one-time session to
get you started or talk big picture.
Services Starting at $150
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Email us for more information about any of our Planning Assistance services!
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Elizabeth & Raechel were our day of coordinators.
These two hit it out of the park. From double-checking
our rental & vendor details to coordinating with all
vendors months out, it couldn’t have been better
executed. If you think you don’t need a day of wedding
coordinator, you are wrong and these two are exactly
what we needed. After much work and collaboration,
we glided through the weekend without a single hiccup.
Elizabeth & Rachel were a HUGE piece to this. 10/10
detail oriented team.
Alex & Sam

